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Cartel investigations in the EU context
• A system of parallel competences, within the ECN
• Antitrust cases usually handled by:
– A single NCA, if case relates to one jurisdiction;
– The European Commission, if case relates to several jurisdictions;
– Several NCAs in parallel in some cases.

• Principles of allocation
– In the Commission Notice’s on cooperation within the Network of
Competition Authorities
– The authority that receives a complaint or starts an ex-officio procedure
investigates the case
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Fighting bid-rigging in public procurement
Why prioritize bid-rigging?
•

Rationale:
– Enforcement is the key priority for the AdC
– Cartels are the most serious infringement to competition law
– Public procurement is seen as fertile ground for cartel activity

•

Cartels in public procurement cause 10% - 30% overcharge (estimates)

•

Promoting efficiency and competition and fighting bid-rigging in public
procurement may generate substantial savings:
– In Portugal: an estimated ≈ €1.8 to 4.5bn/year, i.e. nearly the public deficit in 2016

•

Justifies a strong campaign geared to fight bid-rigging in public procurement

•

Target sectors with highest spending in public procurement:
– E.g. health, defense, education and infrastructure.
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Fighting bid-rigging in public procurement
AdC’s strategy
The 3 vectors of AdC’s strategy in the fight against bid-rigging:
• Strengthening enforcement action
• Outreach to public procurement officials
• Continued institutional cooperation
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AdC Strategy in Fighting Bid-Rigging
Reinforcing investigative capacity
•

Definition of 2017’s priorities: strong increase in investigations and
enforcement.

•

Increasing the risk of detection, including perceived risk

•

AdC seen as a statistically important threat to cartels

•

Nb. of dawn raids increased 6x YTD

•

Combine proactive experienced and young team members

•

Increased efficiency in the logistics of dawn raids (one focal point for
preparation), dedicated teams (experience steepens the learning curve)

•

Significant increase in IT forensics so as to improve efficiency in investigations
(dawn raids and analysis of evidence)
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AdC Strategy in Fighting Bid-Rigging
Reinforcing investigative capacity
•

Increase in ex-officio investigations: intelligence team being set up

•

Full access to entire public procurement database

•

Redesigned complaints’ website and hotline

•

New platform for anonymous whistleblowers (2018)

•

Fostering international cooperation in cartel investigations

•

Outreach campaigns with a double purpose: pure advocacy and new pipeline
• Bid-rigging in public procurement with priority to large expenditure areas
• Business associations: raising awareness to leniency
• Fair play: raising awareness with SMEs
• Leniency: promoting the program with companies and lawyers
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Reinforcing investigative capacity
AdC intelligence team
1. Advanced econ analysis (structural
analysis)

Ex-officio
investigations

2. Quant methods (behavioral screens)
3. Data mining for large volumes of
evidence/data

Support to dawn
raids and ongoing
investigations

•

Existing databases, i.e. public procurement and pharmaceutical sector

•

Corporate data collected upon request

•

News in the press and other media

•

Structural screens from the chief economist’s office

•

Evidence and data from dawn raids
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Reinforcing investigative capacity
AdC intelligence team
Example of data analysis in public procurement
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AdC Strategy in Fighting Bid-Rigging
Origin of cartels
Origin of pending and closed cartel proceedings

[NOME DA CATEGORIA]
investigations
[PERCENTAGEM]

[NOME DA CATEGORIA]
applications
[PERCENTAGEM]

[NOME DA CATEGORIA]s
[PERCENTAGEM]
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Reinforcing investigative capacity
Promoting the leniency program
Main features of the program:
• Immunity from fines (companies and individuals) granted for the 1st to fulfill
conditions
• 2nd, 3rd and following applicants benefit from a reduction of fines of 30-50%,
20-30% and <20% respectively
• Cease the conduct, confess and collaborate
• Scope of collaboration: identify other participants, provide information,
documents and evidence of the reported behavior
Leniency program has brought important bid-rigging cases to the AdC.
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AdC Strategy in Fighting Bid-Rigging
Outreach campaign
• Campaign directed at public
procurement officials (reached 1200 YTD)
• Aims to raise awareness of the benefits
of competition and the costs associated
with bid-rigging in public procurement

•

Guide of Good Practices in the Fight
against Bid-Rigging in Public
Procurement

•

Ways to detect and prevent bidrigging
– How to identify potential collusive
behavior in public procurement
– How to design public procurement
procedures which are less
vulnerable to bid-rigging

•

Create privileged communications
channels with public procurement
officials as a means to strengthen
the AdC’s enforcement action
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AdC Strategy in Fighting Bid-Rigging
Campaign materials

http://www.concorrencia.pt/CombateAoConluionacontratacaopublica/
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AdC Strategy in Fighting Bid-Rigging
Institutional cooperation
Cooperation with other national public and enforcement authorities
•

Duty to inform the AdC of potential infringements by adjudicating bodies

•

Referrals and exchanges with Public Prosecutor and Court of Auditors

•

Sector regulators

International cooperation – sharing experience and implementing good
practice
•

ICN, ECN, OECD, UNCTAD
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AdC Strategy in Fighting Bid-Rigging
Case examples
Case

Sector

Cartel in the
provision of reagent
strips for glucose
determination
(2004; 2008)

Health

Cartel in provision of
industrial cleaning
(2011)

Private/Public
Procurement

Undertakings
involved

Sanction
levied by AdC

Origin

Public procurement

2004: 5
2008: 5

2004: Adjudicating
body
2005: Ex officio

2008: €13.5mn

Industrial
cleaning

Public procurement

5

Ex officio

€0.3mn

Cartel in the
provision of forms
(2012)

Office supplies

Private
procurement

4 undertakings
+ 3 individuals

Leniency

€1.8mn

Cartel in the
provision of modules
for schools (2015)

Construction

Public procurement

5

Leniency

€0.8mn

Cartel in the
provision of
envelopes (2016)

Office supplies

Private
procurement

4

Leniency

€1.9mn

Railway maintenance
(Ongoing)

Railway

Public procurement
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In the scope of the
AdC campaign

-

2004: €3.3mn
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AdC Strategy in Fighting Bid-Rigging
Key points
•

Cartels are a priority for the AdC, in particular cartels in public
procurement

•

Leniency program is the most effective way to detect cartels

•

However, its success also depends on the use of other tools

•

Destabilize cartels: increased detection risk

•

Enhanced investigative skills (e.g. IT, more dawn raids, intelligence)

•

Priority to advocacy campaigns that raise awareness on leniency

•

Engagement with domestic and international stakeholders
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